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An apology 
In the Summer 1995 access, designers of CSA's new logo were omitted from the article 
"NCSA Repositions for the Next Decade: New Logo" (page 43). The stylized "S" in the logo 
was designed by Colleen Bushell (research programmer in NCSA's Software Development 
Group) for the original NCSA Mosaic logo. John Havlik was typographer of the new logo. We 
regret the omission. 
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"Electric Technology is forcing us to 
reconsider and re-evaluate practically every 
thought, every action, and every institution 
formerly taken for granted. Everything is 
changing ... dramatically." 
-Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980) 
NCSA and the Digital Revolution 
Canadian Marshall Mcluhan forecast the impact and influence of modern technology 
about 30 years ago. Known for his views on the twentieth century's evolution into the Digital 
Age, he was one of the most valued voices of his day. During its first decade, NCSA has been 
at the leading-edge of technology for bringing about some of the dramatic changes 
Mcluhan foresaw. 
"Magnetism in the Universe" (page 4) and "Computing Charged Relationships" (page 6) 
describe scientific research on NCSA's HPCC systems. Both projects would have posed intrac-
table problems for Mcluhan's generation of researchers. In "Alpha Shapes-More Than a 
Pretty Picture" we learn about the mathematical underpinnings of one of NCSA's visualiza-
tion tools for research (see page 8). Holly Korab brings us up-to-date on the status of the 
I-WAY and its unique technological applications (see page 12) in her Special Report. 
Ma1$h&ll Mcluhan, communications theorist. 
educator, 11nd popular lecturer grew up in Canada and was 
affiliated with the University of Toronto from 1946 to his 
death in 1980. From 1963 onward, he directed the Centre 
for Culture and Technology at the university. Understand-
ing Media: The Extensions of Man (1964) and The Medium 
/s the Massage: An Inventory of Effects (with Quentin Fiore; 
1967) are the books for which he is most noted. 
Outreach and education efforts at the 
center were especially active throughout 
the summer-workshops for all ages, sci-
ence teachers improving their skills and 
resources, and farmers using cyberspace are 
just some of the events you can explore on 
pages 16- 23. 
Two new NCSA-developed software 
tools are introduced in "On the Trail of 3D 
Images" (page 24) and "The Next Stage in 
Browser Evolution" (page 26) . Read about 
NCSA's Web-related collaboration with a 
number of federal agencies and learn about 
the center 's goals in "Changing the Face of 
Government" (page 28). 
Reports of many center activities (be-
ginning on page 32) and a review of Neil 
Randall's book, "Teach Yourself the Internet: 
Around the World in 21 Days" (page 36) 
complete this issue. 
Note that all Web addresses, or URLs, 
are located in the outer margins of each 
page where applicable. 
-Fran Bond, Editor 
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Coincident with the opening of NCSA to its 
users, Jim Stone entered UIUC's Department of 
Astronomy in January 1986. With thesis advisor 
Dimitri Mihalas and astrophysicist Mike Norman 
and later as an NCSA postdoctoral fellow, Stone 
began modeling varied astrophysical_ phenomena. 
Today he is guiding his own students as an 
assistant professor of astronomy at the University 
of Maryland, College Park. 
By Jarrett Cohen 
From graduate student to faculty member, Stone's 
research focus has been the hydrodynamics of 
magnetized and/or radiation-dominated plasmas. 
Broadly "hydrodynamics is the study of the evolu-
tion of fluids," he explains. "If there is a magnetic 
field that permeates the fluid, and the fluid con-
tains charged particles, that magnetic field can 
change the dynamics of the fluid in fundamental 
ways. It produces much richer physics." A radia-
tion field has a similar effect. 
Density (left) and a volumetric rendering of 
the magnetic pressure (right) in a 3D 
simulation of a magnetically unstable 
accretion disk. Data taken from the largest 
simulation performed of these phenomena 
to date, running on NCSA's 512-node CM-5. 
"Magnetic fields are everywhere-
from stars to the Galaxy as a whole," Stone 
says. "Magnetohydrodynamical (MHO) phe-
nomena are probably important in almost 
every problem in astrophysical fluid 
dynamics." Prime examples include the 
evolution of the interstellar medium, accre-
tion disk dynamics, and the emission of 
winds and jets from these disks. 
Radiation hydrodynamics (RHO) " is 
another story," he continues. "There you 
need gas that is hot enough to contain 
enough photons to make a difference. It is a 
high-energy phenomenon. This [condition] 
only occurs in compact objects, such as 
neutron stars, black holes, supernovae, and 
hot stars. It is a long list but much more 
limited than those amenable to MHO." 
Developing new codes 
In the mid-1980s, MHO and RHO were 
in rare use in astrophysics. "The techniques 
were still under development when I came 
along as a student," Stone describes. "We 
worked on extending and improving meth-
ods for MHO and RHO. The net result was 
the ZEUS family of community codes. " 
Stone wrote ZEUS-20 for his Ph.D. thesis 
(UIUC, 1990), and then-Postdoctoral Re-
search Associate David Clarke (now at St. 
Mary's University, Nova Scotia) developed 
ZEUS-3D, which was later refined by NCSA 
Research Programmer Bob Fiedler. These 
codes are available through NCSA's Labora-
tory for Computational Astrophysics (LCA); 
see URL right, page 5. Stone says about a 
dozen collaborators were using ZEUS-20 
when he was at CSA. Currently there are 
over 75 users internationally, according to 
Fiedler, in disciplines ranging from solar 
and space physics to applied physics and 
computer science. 
During his NCSA postdoc years (1990-1992), Stone developed the CMHOG (Connection 
Machine Higher-Order Godunov) code, which implements Colella and Woodward's piece-
wise parabolic method (PPM) algorithm. As in ZEUS, "the algorithmic methods are based on 
finite differencing, where you solve the same equations in each zone," Stone says. NCSA 
Research Scientist Norman has described CMHOG as "the fastest implementation of the 
best algorithm on one of the largest parallel supercomputers in the world" [see access, 
Spring 1994, page 14]. The code has been instrumental in his and UIUC graduate student 
Greg Bryan's cosmology simulations on the CM-5 [see access, Summer 1994, pages 3 
and27]. 
Based on three or four decades of development, "the PPM technique for hydrodynam-
ics is now widely available," Stone says. "The challenge to MHO and RHO is to develop 
new methods that can treat accurately all the new physics. Capturing the new things that 
happen with a magnetized fluid is hard." 
Solving disk phenomena 
One phenomenon for which magnetic effects are crucial is accretion disks, the crux of 
Stone's work for the last 10 years. Numerous across the universe, these disks of gas orbit 
around objects such as stars, black holes, and neutron stars and appear to be fundamental 
to their formation. For example, " It is believed that during their formation all stars accumu-
late their mass from an accretion disk," Stone says. It is thought that our solar system likely 
was created inside the accretion disk that surrounded the youthful Sun. 
Observations, such as those by the radio telescopes of the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland 
Array (BIMA), provide some evidence of a disk's shape and interaction with the central 
object, Stone states. Supercomputer calculations are necessary to investigate their internal 
structure and understand the complex time-dependent physics and nonlinear evolution, 
explains University of Virginia astrophysicist John Hawley in a historical review of accre-
tion disk simulations published in a recent issue of Science (September 8, 1995). 
The accretion process essentially works by having mass fall from the disk onto the 
central object. " In order for that to happen, mass must lose angular momentum" so the gas 
in the disk can move to an increasingly smaller orbit and "get closer and closer" to the ob-
ject, Stone says. "The great puzzle that has stumped astrophysicists for over 20 years is: 
What physical mechanism allows mass to lose angular momentum so it can spiral inwards? 
Otherwise, the material will orbit around the [object] forever and ever." 
Using hydrodynamics techniques alone, researchers have tried to find viable transport 
mechanisms, but such techniques did not work for all accretion disks, Stone says. Hawley, 
whom Stone considers his closest collaborator, is a pioneer in applying MHO to this area. 
Through simulations he and Virginia colleague Steve Balbus discovered an unexpected 
instability that occurs only in the presence of a weak magnetic field. This Balbus-Hawley 
instability appears to be able to transport angular momentum in all types of accretion disks. 
"So, the story seems to be that if there is not a magnetic field-a purely hydrodynamic 
disk-it is very difficult to find a process for angular momentum transport," Stone adds. 
"With a magnetic field, it becomes very easy." For this discovery and other developments, 
Hawley received the 1993 Helen B. Warner Prize for Astronomy. 
Parallelization in modeling 
While revelatory, to date studies have used "a simplistic model that can tell you only 
a limited number of things about the disk," Stone says. "[The model] tells you about the 
physics of the instability but not about its effect on the disk." To probe deeper as well as 
study other MHO problems, he and Hawley pursued a MetaCenter allocation. Their April 
1995 award includes 1,000 hours on PSC's CRAY C90 (from Cray Research Inc.) and 2,500 
hours on NCSA's Connection Machine CM-5 (from Thinking Machines Corp.) high-perfor-
mance computing machines. 
"The Cray is useful for lots of exploratory runs, to learn about the physics," Stone says. 
"When you think about doing a really big simulation-one that takes thousands of hours of 
time-you need a parallel machine." A Guest Computational Investigator grant from NASA 
HPCC's Earth and Space Sciences Project has assisted Stone in developing more advanced 
parallel algorithms, both for the CM-5 and the MasPar MP-2. "The advantage of massively 
parallel machines ... is that they are very efficient for finite difference codes," Stone 
explains. Performance of 7 to 8 gigaflops is typical on 512 nodes of the CM-5. 
Such performance has allowed more realistic models of accretion disks. Thus far, the 
The density (colorl and magnetic field 
(red linesl patterns in a 30 simulation of a 
magnetically unstable accretion disk. The disk 
midplane is oriented horizontally in the middle 
of the grid. The magnetic instability produces 
MHO turbulence in the disk characterized by 
complex density and magnetic field 
structures. 
main effect Hawley and Stone have added 
is stratification, where density is not uni-
form across the disk. "[We] find that in 
stratified disks, magnetic buoyancy results 
in the production of a strongly magnetized 
envelope in the outer, low-density regions 
of the disk," Stone says. This envelope 
"surrounds a weakly magnetized core at 
the center of the disk. The results are par-
ticularly important to understanding the 
nature of the nonlinear, saturated stage of 
the Balbus-Hawley instability in real disks 
and to the dynamics of accretion disks in 
general." 
The next step includes "looking at 
disks where the fluid is only partially ion-
ized," Stone says. "We're also doing global 
simulations of disks, where the computa-
tional domain is the entire disk rather than 
just a piece of it. Those problems are very 
challenging and are why we have the 
MetaCenter grant." • 
Jarrett Cohen works at NASA/Goddard Space 
Flight Center where he is a senior science writer 
with Hughes STX Corp. Until April1994 he was 
NCSA's public information officer and staff 
associate in the Director's Office. 
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Electrostatic interactions-the attraction between 
two opposite charges, or the repulsion of two like 
charges-play a critical role in many bio-
logical processes. A number of cell proteins 
(including some involved in cell signaling 
events) bind to negatively charged regions 
of cell membranes through positive regions 
on the protein surface. Proteins fold in the 
precise manner they do in part because of 
electrostatic interactions within the Ill L---------------------------~ 
Surface representations of acetylcholine esterase. 
Space filling model. Atoms colored red are the oxygens 
of negatively charged carboxylate groups. Those col-
ored blue, nitrogens of positively charged basic groups. 
The substrate acetylcholine, carrying a net positive 
charge, is shown in yellow. 
molecule. Moreover, these events are profoundly 
influenced by the electrostatic effects of surrounding 
water and the ions in it. 
Barry Honig, professor of biochemis-
try and molecular biophysics at Columbia 
University, is using NCSA's CM-5 and 
POWER CHALLENGE computing systems 
to construct accurate, high-resolution 
models of protein-membrane and protein-
drug electrostatic interactions. These kinds 
of models, Honig says, will lead to new 
tools for understanding the physical inter-
actions between biological molecules. 
New methods to solve an 
old equation 
Scientists use the Poisson-Boltzmann 
(PB) equation to describe electrostatic inter-
actions of molecules in solution. Elegant 
and seemingly simple, the PB equation is 
so difficult to solve analytically that com-
plex molecules must be reduced to simple 
geometrical shapes: i.e., proteins might be 
treated as spheres, DNA molecules as cylin-
ders, and membranes as planes. Although 
the PB equation is nonlinear, scientists were 
using linear approximations when they 
dealt with simple proteins alone until 
recently. 
"Classical electrostatics had reached a 
dead end as a method in structural biology, 
because you needed to describe molecules 
as spheres, basically," says Honig. "The availability of fast computers and new numerical 
methods made it possible to describe their shape in detail. And shape is very important to 
the function of biological molecules." For example, a protein's crucial binding site may be 
nestled in a pocket having intense negative electrostatic potential, even though the protein's 
overall electrostatic potential is positive. 
With the advent of fast workstations and numerical methods, scientists were able to 
construct detailed and accurate electrostatic models of individual proteins or to calculate the 
conformational free energies of small molecules. Really complex prob-
lems-like constructing accurate, high-resolution models of electrostatic 
interactions between two complex molecules or adding molecular 
dynamics to the model-require the power of a supercomputer. 
When protein meets membrane 
A number of cell proteins that bind directly to the cell membrane 
mediate intracellular communication-they may relay signals to the 
nucleus that cause the cell to divide or to make a new protein, for ex-
ample. Stuart Mclaughlin and colleagues at SUNY-Stony Brook showed 
experimentally that there were strong electrostatic interactions between 
proteins and membranes. In collaboration with Mclaughlin, Honig and 
his colleagues at Columbia have transferred Mclaughlin's laboratory 
experiments to the computer in an attempt to better understand those 
interactions. 
Honig and his colleagues use a version of a program developed in his lab called DelPhi 
to solve the PB equation and to describe molecular surfaces. The DelPhi program uses finite 
difference methods. It maps molecules whose coordinates are known onto a 3D lattice. Every 
lattice point is associated with three variables: charge, dielectric constant, and ionic strength. 
The precision of the results depends on the resolution of the lattice. 
Although the water in the system is treated as a continuum, in terms of its dielectric 
constant, the membranes and proteins are another story. "Describing membranes and pro-
teins in atomic detail require the inclusion of many thousands of atoms in the system," says 
Honig. Because they were unable to solve the problem using standard workstations, the 
team turned to NCSA's CM-5 (developed at Thinking Machines Corp., Cambridge, MA). Using 
a parallelized version of DelPhi developed by a postdoctoral fellow in Honig's lab-oratory, 
Nir Ben-Tal, Honig and his colleagues calculated energy as a function of distance between 
several peptides (protein fragments) and negatively charged membranes. "We're achieving 
excellent agreement between theory and experiment," says Honig. "We have learned about 
the nature of electrostatic binding of proteins to membranes, a fundamentally new result." 
Honig and his colleagues are in the process of moving their model to NCSA's POWER 
CHALLENGE (developed at Silicon Graphics, Inc., Mountain View, CA) [see access, Fall1994, 
page 5]. " It's easier to use, and we have not gotten the speed-up from the parallel machine 
that we would have liked, " says Honig. They look forward to using the POWER CHALLENGE 
ARRAY (also from Silicon Graphics, Inc.) in the future [see access, Summer 1995, page 15]. 
Honig adds, "We are very excited about it." 
Honig brings his electrostatic models to life using GRASP, a standard program for the 
display of the 3D structure of proteins and nucleic acids developed by Anthony Nicholls in 
his lab. "Seeing" the electrostatic potential on 3D protein structures can reveal some surpris-
ing patterns. In addition to the specific location of charged and polar groups on the protein, 
the geometric shape of the molecular surface plays a crucial role in determining the electro-
static potential-which, in turn, often has an important function. 
A step toward drug design 
Honig is using the PB equation to understand the factors that determine the binding free 
energy of molecules-a crucial step toward structure-based drug design. A drug must first 
have a lower free energy when bound to the protein than it has alone. "One has to consider 
many drugs, many binding modes, " says Honig, "[and] conformational changes that occur 
to proteins when they bind to drugs. Even though one Poisson-Boltzmann calculation does 
not take that long, one has to do, in principle, many thousands of them to be sure that one's 
found the lowest energy conformation." 
Surface potential displayed with GRASP software. The 
molecular surface is color coded by electrostatic poten-
tial, as calculated with DelPhi for the charges (shown 
opposite!. Potentials less than 1DkTare red; those greater 
than 1DkT blue; and neutral potentials (0 kn white. The 
active site is clearly distinguishable as a region of in-
tense negative potential. 
Honig and his colleagues are using 
NCSA's POWER CHALLENGE to calculate the 
binding energies for a number of drug mim-
ics that might bind to an HIV protein. Al-
though, Honig hastens to add, "There are 
no direct applications to AIDS. We are just 
using it as a model system." 
Honig is taking advantage of other 
MetaCenter resources to study a number of 
problems, including molecular dynamics 
and protein folding. Postdoctoral Fellow 
Andreas Windemuth (formerly a graduate 
research associate in the Theoretical Bio-
physics Group of Klaus Schulten, UIUC 
biophysicist and long-time NCSA user [see 
access, Spring 1994, page 11]) developed 
Parallel Molecular Dynamics (PMD), a scal-
able, parallel program for the simulation of 
the dynamics of biological macromol-
ecules. In the future, according to Honig, 
PMD may be combined with programs like 
DelPhi to merge molecular dynamics and 
continuum electrostatics. Work in this di-
rection is currently underway in a number 
of groups around the country. 
Classical electrostatics as a method of 
studying molecular interactions has backed 
out of its dead end. Honig says, "We be-
lieve this is going to lead to an exciting and 
fundamentally new research direction." 
NOTE: A report of this research, "Clas-
sical Electrostatics in Biology and Chemis-
try" by Barry Honig and Anthony Nicholls, 
appeared in a recent issue of Science (May 
26, 1995) . • 
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Beauty is not everything, 
even in visualization 
by Holly Korab 
The inside view of a solvent 
accessible surface (SA) model with 
sphere patches clipped at 
intersections. 
Since its first release in 1992, Alpha Shapes has 
been quietly shaking up people's ideas of scientific 
visualization. One reason is that its images are 
almost skeletal-nothing like the textural images 
common to many scientific animations and visualiza-
tions. Another reason it is perturbing the world of 
scientific visualization is that it embodies a new 
approach to modeling scientific data. 
A modeling tool, Alpha Shapes can 
transform points of data into objects 
whose shapes may or may not be known, 
such as the microscopic pockets on the 
surfaces of proteins. For example, NCSA 
structural biologists are using it to calcu-
late the bizarre configurations of proteins' 
binding sites, which is essential to under-
standing how proteins interact. Others are 
observing how membranes change over 
time as part of their investigation of fluid 
flow in the brain. 
Biologists are currently the largest 
users of Alpha Shapes; however, any disci-
pline that involves geometry will find uses 
for it, says Ping Fu, a technical program 
manager at CSA and the software's devel-
oper. Alpha Shapes is about constructing 
and discovering shapes. 
For most of the past three years, Fu 
and a team of graduate research assistants 
have been refining the program so that it is 
accurate and expandable. With two re-
leases last year and another within twelve 
months [see access, Summer 1994, page 
11], it is now ready for other scientists to 
explore its possibilities. 
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Replacing approximations with exact computations 
Think of Alpha Shapes as a tool for recreating objects and systems. Most graphic 
programs divide space into a 30 grid upon which data are placed and are formulated on 
approximations. For instance, isosurfaces approximate input data. Their exact forms are 
dependent upon the algorithms used to construct them. 
On the other hand, Alpha Shapes computes shapes from exact points in space (data) 
based upon mathematical formulations . To draw a group of overlapping spheres, for 
instance, Alpha Shapes takes only the centers of the balls and their radii to identify where 
the spheres intersect as well as to clip away mass within the spheres. As long as the spatial 
point data and the formula for calculating the shapes are correct, Alpha Shapes can rapidly 
reconstruct any shape from these coordinates. Because Alpha Shapes is based on mathemati-
cal information about a shape, a researcher can compute other properties- volume and 
area, for example. 
According to Fu, Alpha Shapes pro-
vides a quantitative and rigorous method 
for describing and computing shapes at 
many levels of detail in 30 space. "An 
alpha shape is a concrete geometric object 
that is uniquely defined .... If you agree 
with the criteria for construction," states Fu, 
"you can construct a system. Even if it is 
unknown. " 
Building on a math foundation 
It is Alpha Shapes' rigorous mathemati-
cal foundation tied to scientific descriptions 
of how various systems work that differenti-
ates it from other modeling tools, says Mike 
Folk, an SOG team leader at NCSA. " Be-
cause the software accurately reflects the 
"Visualization is to help people perceive information 
and not to deceive information," says Ping Fu. "I am 
not doing graphics; I am doing computational science. 
Once I compute bone structure, I can compute other 
things-surface area, volume, voids, and tunnels. All 
those things have to be accurate; we cannot just make 
them look pretty. " 
system it is trying to mimic, it is not just · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
drawing a protein but is reconstructing the system and its properties." 
Alpha Shapes has its underpinnings in mathematical concepts from combinatoric and 
computational topology, both narrow disciplines within computational geometry. Few sci-
entists outside of computer science and mathematics know of combinatoric and computa-
tional topology because they work with continuous mathematics, in which formulas define 
functions and space is infinitely divisible. 
Combinatoric topology falls within discrete mathematics where everything consists of 
pieces-perhaps thousands, but still finite. Combinatorics is about counting these finite 
pieces. Its algorithms determine whether a particular arrangement of objects is possible, and 
if so, how many different ways they can be arranged. On the other hand, topology indicates 
the shape of objects by disclosing their placement and relationship in space with points of 
data. Some people refer to topology as " rubber sheet geometry" because if you were to paint 
dots on a piece of rubber and stretch it, the relationship among the dots would not change 
although their distances might. Using combinatoric topology, researchers can compute the 
size, number, and shape of objects. By adding algebraic "weights" to data points, special 
characteristics can be singled out from an enormous number of unspecified data points. 
Because so few scientists know much about combinatoric topology, only a few of its 
concepts have found their way into other disciplines. Fu 's own acquaintance with 
combinatoric topology might have remained glancing if her mathematician husband, 
Herbert Edelsbrunner, had not happened to be among the world 's leading practitioners in 
this field. (In 1991, at the age of 33, Edelsbrunner won the prestigious Waterman Award for 
his pioneering work in computational geometry.) 
One of the ways in which Edelsbrunner uses combinatoric topology is in dreaming up 
new geometric shapes, whi ch he then figures out how to compute. To some that might 
sound like an unusual occupation until one starts to look at shapes in the environment. 
People construct objects that are primarily rectangular- buildings, furniture, and books to 
A traditional view of a SA model of a molecule. 
The sphere patches are clipped at intersections; 
therefore, inside can be viewed as well as 
outside. One can interact with large molecules 
because no unnecessary polygons are drawn or 
hidden away by using Z-buffer. 
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name a few. In nature, objects take on shapes of limitless variety. As a consequence, 
~ormulas for calculating the area of a rectangle are wholly inadequate to the task of comput-
mg the shapes of proteins. 
Chain of development 
In 1983 Edelsbrunner and two colleagues devised the alpha shape theory for creating 20 
sh~pes from scattered point data. For the next eight years Edelsbrunner tried unsuccessfully 
to mterest other scientists in a theory framed in a mathematical language they did not under-
stand. Fu's arrival in 1991 changed that. She not only came to understand the significance of 
Edelsbrunner's mathematics, but she also recognized its value to other sciences because of 
her work at NCSA. Futhermore, she possessed the language-visualization-to share these 
concepts with others. 
Through Alpha Shapes, a new field of mathematics is being opened to other sciences, 
according to Jean Ponce, professor of computer science at UIUC's Beckman Institute. "This in 
itself is important because ideas from computational geometry often stay on the pencil and 
paper side of things rather than being exploited for practical applications." 
Fu became a bridge between a mathematical theory and its application in science. 
Whereas Edelsbrunner takes concepts and makes them concrete as theories and algorithms, 
she transforms them into software. This meshing of skills by Fu and Edelsbrunner makes 
them a powerful team, says Joseph Hardin, associate director of NCSA's SDG. "It is one thing 
to prove an idea within a mathematical framework; it's another to take what has been 
proven and make it of practical value. '' 
Edelsbrunner describes his collaboration with Fu as a chain of development. Through 
the two of them, he says, theory is transferred into practice and knowledge about its rel-
evance flows back to theory. Through implementation, an algorithm is proved correct. 
The two-way flow along this chain is evident in the latest releases of Alpha Shapes, 
which are nothing like the first version. Whereas the initial release sprang from Edelsbrunner 
and his student Ernst Mucke's work on 3D alpha theory, the later versions bear Fu's imprint. 
Communication with other scientists have led to capabilities such as weighted points. The 
latest version made it possible to construct a shape that represents different levels of detail. It 
takes into account more natural variability (such as the 16-fold difference in size between 
hydrogen and oxygen atoms). A recent paper on protein recognition with Alpha Shapes by 
Edelsbrunner, Fu, Mike Facello (SDG), and Jie Liang (Apps) was selected as the best paper for 
1995 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 
Future innovations 
A feature that will eliminate a long-standing source of irritation toFu will come out next 
year. Ever since Alpha Shapes was first released, people have been pestering her for better 
graphics-something she is not opposed to as long as it is not at the expense of accuracy. 
Until recently it would have been. "Visualization is to help people perceive information and 
not to deceive information," says Fu. "I am not doing graphics; I am doing computational 
science. Once I compute bone structure, I can compute other things-surface area, volume, 
voids, and tunnels. All those things have to be accurate; we cannot just make them look 
pretty." 
By next spring she will add flesh to Alpha Shapes' boney images by releasing a version 
of the software that will produce smooth, nontriangulated imagery. The representations will 
be striking, Fu assures; and their underlying structure will be mathematically sound. 
"If it is beautiful now, it is because it is a new technique to make things that are beauti-
ful," says Fu. "The next step will be to impress those not in science-those in visualization, 
in graphics, and business." • 
The solvent accessible surface (SA) of a molecule 
(gramicidin A, an antibiotic) viewed from inside, one 
can observe the major structural motif which is a 
helix tunnel. 
Setting up a 
'' . . NCSA'' . ffillll- Ill 
Hong Kong 
In early 1995 Ping Fu took her visual-
ization expertise-as well as Edelsbrunner 
and their then-8-month-old daughter, Xixi, 
overseas. She went to Hong Kong's Uni-
versity of Science and Technology to help 
establish a "mini-NCSA," as she says. 
At the university's invitation, Fu de-
ployed hardware and software and guided 
administrators in policies for computer 
use. She helped set up NCSA Mosaic and its 
Web servers at three universities in Hong 
Kong as well as at a smaller institution on 
the island of Macaw. The four-year-old 
university is being groomed as Hong 
Kong's high-tech flagship. Its governing 
board is pouring enormous sums of 
money-mostly private-into wiring the 
entire campus with high-speed FDDI and 
ATM networks and installing state-of-the-
art audio/video equipment in every class-
room. Its computing environment includes 
an SGI Onyx and an Intel Paragon. 
Visualization was an important part of 
Fu's work in Hong Kong. She consulted 
with faculty on visualization projects, 
often working out graphics algorithms and 
debugging them. 
While away, she finished a book of 
essays written in Chinese on her experi-
ences as a Chinese woman in America that 
is scheduled for publication in November 
by Hubei Press. 
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In September, NCSA announced that it will create a 
National Data Laboratory to develop and deploy advanced 
technology for HPCC applications. NCSA is purchasing a 
Silicon Graphics Inc. POWER CHALLENGE to launch the 
data lab. Leveraging its leadership in high-performance da-
tabase engines and visual computing as well as its systems' 
ability to handle extremely large datasets, Silicon Graphics 
will be the first vendor in NCSA's National Data Labora-
tory, delivering this technology to NCSA's industrial part-
ners in mainstream commercial markets such as finance, 
telecommunications, and manufacturing. 
High-performance commercial computing 
uses advanced technology- for example, paral-
lel processing, high-performance databases, 
high-speed networks, and advanced data mining 
techniques-to enable more competitive use of 
data. According to the Gartner Group, the com-
mercial parallel computing market is growing at 
70% annually, with an expected market value of 
$5.3 billion by the end of 1998. 
SGI POWER CHALLENGE ARRAY 
The NCSA National Data Laboratory 
will take advantage of software technolo-
gies based on "intelligent algorithms" for 
recognizing and analyzing patterns in com-
mercial databases, coupled with advanced 
visualization techniques. Examples of intel-
ligent algorithms include neural networks 
that mimic the processes of the human 
brain and genetic algorithms that mirror the 
process of natural evolution. Such tech-
nologies are becoming increasingly more 
important in understanding consumer pur-
chasing trends, detecting credit card or 
financial trading fraud, and other complex 
data analysis problems. 
" CSA has provided technology and 
tools that have radically changed the use of 
supercomputers and networks in scientific 
and technical environments," says CSA 
Director Larry Smarr. "Our relationship with 
Silicon Graphics will allow both organiza-
tions to deliver the latest high-performance 
commercial computing technology to lead-
ing Fortune soo companies." 
The new National Data Laboratory, to 
be established on the UIUC campus, will be 
equipped with security capabilities to en-
able handling of sensitive commercial data. 
This data can include text, images, voice, 
animations, or digital video as NCSA ex-
plores the use of the emerging object-rela-
tional databases. NCSA's state-of-the-art 
virtual reality and data visualization facili-
ties, originally created for scientific data 
visualization, will be used to develop and 
test new technology for commercial appli-
cations. Silicon Graphics' Onyx graphics 
workstations and CHALLENGE servers will 
be used as development and serving plat-
forms. These systems wi II be tightly coupled 
to NCSA's 64-processor POWER CHALLE GE 
ARRAY scalable computer system to enable 
the most powerful computations in support 
of the data analysis. 
The collaboration by NCSA and SGI 
will enable businesses to retrieve, compre-
hend, and analyze data from very large da-
tabases, as well as make timely decisions. 
For example, visualization is a technology 
that is key to understanding data. Applying 
visualization to high-performance commer-
cial computing will provide decision makers with insight and knowledge, allowing compa-
nies to maintain their competitive edge in today's global marketplace. 
"Revolutionary changes are occurring in commercial processing," says Ross Bott, vice 
president and general manager of Silicon Graphics' Network Systems Division. "The rapid 
growth in the amount of data available today, coupled with new technologies that exploit 
this information, are making traditional data processing techniques uncompetitive. With 
customers mining databases larger than 500GB, Silicon Graphics is driving the high-perfor-
mance commercial computing revolution . Our collaboration with NCSA will accelerate this 
revolution." 
Silicon Graphics Inc., a leading manufacturer of high-performance visual and commer-
cial computing systems, delivers interactive 3D graphics, digital media, and symmetric multi-
processing supercomputing technologies to technical and commercial environments. Its 
subsidiary, MIPS Technologies Inc., designs and licenses the industry's leading RISC processor 
technology for computer systems and embedded control markets. Silicon Graphics Inc., 
headquartered in Mountain View, CA, has offices worldwide. • 
NCSA will coordinate the 1996 MetaCenter Allocations. 
The four national supercomputer centers funded by NSF 
operate high-performance computers and make computing 
resources available to the American scientific and engineer-
ing research communities under general policy guidelines 
established by NSF. 
HP/CONVEX Exemplar 
In 1992, the centers formed a 
collaborative national MetaCenter for 
computational science and engineering. 
The MetaCenter Allocations Program assists researchers in exploiting the concept of 
distributed heterogeneous computing, bringing to bear whatever mix of resources best 
serves the problem-solving efforts of each research project. For projects that are 
computationally massive or resource intensive, which require resources across many hard-
ware platforms, this program provides a single mechanism by which researchers may 
request any combination of resources at any of the NSF-sponsored centers. 
Thinking Machines' CM-5 
At the end of October 1995, application forms became available for the 1996 
MetaCenter Allocations Program. The deadline for submitting applications is January 8, 
1996. Proposals will be reviewed by a joint panel drawn from the review boards of the four 
NSF supercomputer centers, called the MetaCenter Allocations Committee (MAC), that meets 
annually. Grants will be provided for a one-year period beginning on April 1, 1996. 
To obtain a copy of the application form and instructions, please send email to 
mac1996@ncsa.uiuc.edu. Information is also available on the World Wide Web at the URL 
given right. • 
Synesthesia: I Can Taste What I'm 
Hearing, Rita Addison. University of 
Illinois at Chicago, EVL (top); 
Vittual Molecular Environments on 
Wide Allfa Network. Paul A. Bash, 
Argonne National Laboratory 
(above) 
SPECIAL REPORT 
"This is the first time people have provided a 
uniform interface to such a heterogeneous group of 
machines," I an Faster says. "It is another step 
toward the concept of distributed metacomputing. " 
I-WAY update 
What began as a glimpse of the future of networking is 
well on its way to proving that high-speed distributed 
metacomputing can be a reality. I- WAY, or Information 
Wide Area Year, the experimental high-performance 
network scheduled to debut at SC'95, is now connecting 
more than 17 research institutions across the U.S. 1-WAY 
also is scheduling runs across computing platforms and, 
in early trial runs, is running parallel codes across 
different architectures in real time. 
by Holly Korab 
QMView and GAMESS: New 
Insight into Molecular 
Structure and Reactivity 
through High-Performance 
Scalable Processing, 30 
Visualization, and High-Speed 
Networking, Kim Baldridge, 
San Diego Supercomputer 
Center 
Real-Time and Near-Real-Time Space 
Weather Forecasting, Charles Goodrich, 
University of Maryland and Pittsburgh 
Supercomputing Center 
"We've come a long way," says lan 
Foster, a computer scientist at Argonne 
National Laboratory. Foster's group is 
creating standardized software libraries for 
I-WAY. "This is the first time people have 
provided a uniform interface to such a 
heterogeneous group of machines/' he 
says. "It is another step toward the concept 
of distributed metacomputing." 
I-WAY is linking virtual environments, 
datasets, and computers connected by 
nine networks of varying bandwidths, pro-
tocols, and routing and switching technol-
ogy. Each node on this network is a 
supercomputing center with a combined 
peak computing power of more than a 
teraflop. Over this experimental network 
will run approximately 60 different large-
scale scientific applications that are part of 
the SC'95 Gil Testbed and HPC Challenge 
events as well as the SC'95 research exhib-
its. Each application will use one or sev-
eral high-performance computers located 
around the country and will be visualized 
on the SC'95 conference floor [see access, 
Summer 1995, page 20]. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 
This kind of distributed computing- in 
which computers separated by many miles 
are networked and operated as easily as if 
they were one single computer- is thought 
to be the future of HPCC. It has the obvious 
advantages in assembling massive amounts 
of computing potential quickly and inex-
pensively. In addition, it demonstrates the 
next wave in telecommunications-true 
interoperability between vendor and carrier 
on a wide scale. Nearly all the communica-
tions links involved are OC-3 (155 Mbps) 
rates or higher, running ATM protocols. Net-
works utilized include vBNS, AAI, ESnet, 
ATDnet, CaiREN, CASA, ACTS, NREN, and 
MREN. 
Since the first organizational workshop 
last April, the consortium of I-WAY partici-
pants have been standardizing features of 
this network as well as adopting new tech-
nology to support the computing applica-
tions that will be coming down its pipeline. 
Here's where they were in October, six 
months later. (See U RL right.) 
Cells and Smaller: Exploring 
the Machinery of Life, 
Richard E. Gillilan, Cornell 
Theory Center (below right); 
Community Climate Modell : 
Climate Simulation Lab, Don 
Middleton, National Center 
for Atmospheric Research 
(far right) 
1-POPs To help standardize the I-WAY, 
the 17 key sites-those that have volun-
teered their resources for the I-WAY and 
SC'95 -are installing point-of-presence 
(I-POP) computers as their gateway to the 
I-WAY. The I-POP machines are configured 
uniformly and possess a standard software 
operating environment to overcome issues 
of heterogeneity, scale, performance, and 
security. The 1-POPs schedule applications 
and serve as proxies to establish jobs. For 
instance, researchers who will be using 
NCSA's computers will not log directly into 
the system; rather, they will log into the 
center's I-POP, which in turn will initiate the 
run. I-WAY participants are assigned port 
numbers and tokens that are similar to pass-
words but are only good for specific port 
numbers and time frames. If connections 
need to be established with resources at 
other centers-say if the gravitational field 
being calculated on NCSA's HP/CONVEX 
Exemplar also will be running on Cornell 's 
IBM SP2-the 1-POPs will perform authenti-
cation at the second site as well as "trusted 
services." This network of 1-POPs reduces 
dangers inherent in distributing passwords. 
"What they have done is made sure that 
only an authorized individual can start up 
the process," says Ken Rowe, NCSA com-
puter security coordinator. 
Currently there is no reservation sys-
tem. That will be added to ensure band-
width requirements between sites by 
December, when an estimated 60 applica-
tions will be packed into the four days of 
the conference. "Right now we just want 
people to get on the machines and test their 
applications," says Foster. When research-
ers log onto an I-POP (using pre-established 
commands), they are told what other appli-
cations are queued and when time will be 
available. They also learn the status of the 
testbeds. 
Testbeds By October, researchers 
could choose from among four testbeds 
grouped according to their computing 
architectures. They were the Alpha, 
"We know it can 
work," says Ed Seidel. 
Argonne's IBM SPs and Cornell Theory 
Center's SPs; Beta, Caltech's Intel Paragon 
and San Diego Supercomputer Center's 
Paragon; Gamma, Cornell's SGI POWER 
CHALLENGE and NCSA's POWER CHALLENGE 
ARRAY; and Theta, Argonne's SPs and the 
CRAY T3D at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory. The Alpha testbed has been up 
since July, when researchers first demon-
strated the capability of the 1-POPs to spin 
off a job. The composition of these testbeds 
may change before SC'95; defining these 
subsets simplifies scheduling for trial runs. 
Proof of concept The question of 
greatest concern to the scientists was par-
tially answered in July when Joan Masso, Ed 
Seidel, Rob Gjertsen, and Mark Nardulli 
from NCSA's Relativity Group showed that 
distributed computing can work. To test 
Message Passing Interface (MPI)- the library 
of images that enables data to be ported 
across architectures-they ran 3D computa-
tional code for solving the general set of 
Einstein equations for a gravitational field 
on a single parallel machine that treated 
each of its 512 nodes as a computer. This 
required breaking up the computation 512 
ways. 
In July they ran one calculation on 
three machines at once: IBM SP2, IBM 
SP1.5, and SGI POWER CHALLENGE ARRAY 
systems in truly distributed fashion. The 
process was inefficient because the net-
work lines they used were undedicated, 
but it did provide proof of concept. 
"We know it can work," says Seidel. 
" But it won't be until the actual day of the 
conference-with high-level government 
dignitaries standing there-that you know 
it will work. Then you will see all five ex-
perimental machines running across an 
experimental network. Just think about 
how difficult it sometimes is to get one 
computer working right. Imagine five. " • 
I-WAY Key Sites 
Argonne National Laboratory 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
California Institute of Technology 
Cornell Theory Center 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Lockhead Missile and Space Corp. 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Maui High Performance Computing Center 
NASA Ames Research Center 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
Naval Research Laboratory 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center 
San Diego Supercomputer Center 
University of Illinois at Chicago, EVL 
Cellular Semiotics: Molecular 
Recognition on Biological 
Membranes, Marcus Wagner, 
NCSA 
"In one generation of farmers we 
........................................ 
have s~en fa_rming g() frqrn horses 
to sat~ II ites," says J()h n Reifsteck~ . 
.. "Afld novv \Ne're taking it _i_nto 
cyberspace." 
Welcome to 
CyberFarm 
By Holly Korab 
In the 1880s when john Reifsteck's 
grandfather immigrated to east central Illi-
nois from Germany, he hitched a john 
Deere moldboard plow to the back of a 
horse to turn the thick prairie soil. It took 
him several weeks to plow the 160 acres 
that his grandson now no-tills and plants 
in half a day. Fields that once produced 80 
bushels of corn per acre now yield twice 
that. 
" In one generation of farmers we 
have seen farming go from horses to satel-
lites," says Reifsteck. "And now we're tak-
ing it into cyberspace." 
This past july, Reifsteck was one of 
several farmers from Champaign County, 
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IL, who joined with agribusinesses, com-
puter specialists, and educators to demon-
strate what the Internet may do for 
agriculture. For the two days of the Infor-
mation Agriculture Conference on high-
tech agriculture in Champaign, members 
of the Agricultural Task Force of the 
Champaign County Network (CCNet) intro-
duced the conference's 400 attendees to 
how the Internet may fit into their technol-
ogy mix. NCSA found itself down on the 
CyberFarm as part of its support for CCNet, 
which the center helped the Champaign 
County Chamber of Commerce launch 
in 1993. 
CCNet is a community networking 
project involving more than 200 people 
from 70 different businesses and organiza-
tions in Champaign County [see access, 
Summer 1995, page 35]. The Agricultural 
Task Force is one of seven CCNet task 
forces trying to bring Internet resources to 
their sector of the community-in this 
case, by cultivating the nation's first 
CyberFarm. "People need to see it and do 
it to understand," says Chris Schroeder, a 
principal organizer of CyberFarm and a 
technology consultant in agriculture. "A lot 
of light bulbs went off in their heads at 
CyberFarm." 
Farming in Cyberspace 
CyberFarm consisted of CyberFarmer, 
Farm Office, Input Suppliers, Marketing, 
Education, and Support Services. Visitors 
were routed from one booth to the next at 
1 o-minute intervals, stopping at each ex-
hibit long enough to be enticed by a few 
"what if" scenarios about farming with the 
aid of cyberspace. For instance, in market-
ing, employees of three local grain eleva-
tors showed a few of the advantages to 
farmers of online marketing data. Farmers 
could link to the elevators' Web home 
pages for information on grain contracts, 
such as the names of seed varieties the 
elevators would be buying that year as 
well as the date they were needed by and 
their desired moisture content. 
john Reifsteck's CyberFarmer home 
page featured pictures of his farm, family, 
and the ubiquitous farm tractor. The 
hyper! ink labeled "production" jumped to 
his records of inputs, yields, and the soil's 
fertility back to the first soil tests con-
ducted by his father in the 1930s. Informa-
tion he wanted to keep private was 
secured behind links accessible only to 
"People need to see it and 
do it to understand," says Chris 
Schroeder. "A lot of li ht bulbs 
went off in their heads at 
CyberFarm." 
those with passwords-an Internet capabil-
ity many farmers were relieved to see. 
A row of computers off to one side of 
the room gave newcomers to cyberspace 
an opportunity to browse around the 
Internet. Eager to answer questions were 
members of the Agriculture Task Force, 
most of whom had been novices them-
selves just a few months earlier. In fact, it 
was in the process of assembling the 
CyberFarm exhibit that the task force dis-
covered a route along which they could 
begin charting cyberspace for agriculture. 
Build the Cyberfarm 
and they will come 
Prior to CyberFarm, the Agriculture 
Task Force had struggled for more than a 
year to identify how and why the agricul-
tural community should tie into the 
Internet. All CCNet task forces had faced 
similar obstacles, yet with their own twists. 
Access to the Internet was a major 
obstacle for rural areas. Phone lines cross-
ing most of the state's 26 million acres of 
agricultural land often crackle like a camp-
fire and transmit at speeds too slow for 
graphics or lengthy text. It is not uncom-
mon to find rural lines transmitting at 9600 
bits/second-significantly slower than the 
14,400 bits/second transmission speed of 
the most common analog modems. 
Because access is poor, Internet lit-
eracy among rural residents is spotty at 
best. According to Dan Cotton, extension 
officer in the UIUC's Cooperative Extension 
Service (CES), this is true even in Illinois, 
which is one of a handful of states in the 
nation with any kind of official networking 
project. Cotton leads CES's Community 
Internet Project-which evolved a year ago 
out of a Rural Datafication Project-to re-
move the mystery surrounding the Internet. 
He familiarizes people with such terms as 
email, FTP, and Internet. Similar to CCNet, the 
project targets local movers and shakers who, 
in turn, teach others in their communities 
about the Internet. So far, CES has reached 
about 250 people. in 14 counties. 
A surprising roadblock for the Agricul-
ture Task Force, however, is precision agricul-
ture-the latest buzzword in agriculture that 
many industry experts believe will drive 
online services. Precision agriculture tries to 
maximize inputs to outputs by linking such 
high-tech equipment as variable-rate applica-
tors and combine yield monitors with com-
puterized records of yields, fertilizer inputs, 
GIS data, and satellite images from the Global 
Positioning Systems. The Internet could be the 
golden link among all these databases. How-
ever only about 7,500 farmers within the en-
tire Corn Belt practice this technology, so it is 
unclear which technology will drive which. 
This uncertainty distracted the Agriculture 
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Task Force until they began refocusing 
on people's need to be connected. 
Instead of counting on precision agri-
culture to pull the rest of agriculture onto 
the Internet, they emphasized the benefits 
to precision agriculture of having an infra-
structure in place for exchanging data as 
those resources became widely available. 
They adoped the "bui ld it and they will 
come" approach to Internet access. 
The task force set out to build a core of 
Internet-savvy farmers by getting 50 on 
email by summer. Because of bandwidth 
limitations, email proved a more powerful 
draw than did browsers. Email also cut 
across all aspects of the farmers' lives-they 
could set up meetings, form socia l groups, 
and solve practical problems, says Kent 
Krukewitt, president of the Champaign 
County Farm Bureau and CCNet member in 
charge of enrolling farmers. Within the 
shrinking population of farmers, says 
Krukewitt, a farmer may be the only person 
in his county experimenting with a new 
cropping practice. If he is on the Internet, 
the neighbor he may turn to for advice can 
be located in Nebraska as easi ly as in the 
next county. 
The 50-farmers goal got the task force 
off dead center, but what galvanized them 
was CyberFarm. "Every group needs some 
event to rally around," says Schroeder. "For 
CCNet's Education Task Force, it was con-
necting the schools; for the Business Task 
Force, an Internet fair; for us, it was 
CyberFarm." In January the task force was 
invited to make a presentation at this inau-
gural conference for precision agriculture 
by Harold Reetz, CC et member and Mid-
"If we get 50 farmers in 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
_Champaign . (:ounty using emai I, 
that's the_ highest density ()f 
farmers ()n th~ lnt~rnet any place 
in the world, as far as I know. 
that's. a good test ·market." ..... . 
west director of the Potash & Phosphate 
Institute, the conference organizer. 
Within six months, people who once 
had been skittish about email were design-
ing Web documents and learning about 
computer networks-though not without 
help. The AIM Lab in the UIUC's College of 
Agricultural, Consumer, and Environmen-
tal Sciences created their Web pages and 
is maintaining them until the task force is 
ready to assume responsibility for them. To 
access the Web exhibit, use the address at 
left. CES and NCSA loaned CC et 12 com-
puters for CyberFarm (some were set aside 
for Net surfing). The local telecommunica-
tions company, Ameritech, ran six lSD 
lines into the exhibit hall; other businesses 
provided hardware, software, and LCD 
panels. 
The most significant accomplishment 
of CyberFarm was that it forced the task 
force to articulate what resources they 
believed could make the Internet useful to 
farming. The event provided that all-im-
portant deadline, says Karen Coaldrake, 
coordinator for the Food and Agribusiness 
Management Program in UIUC's Depart-
ment of Agricultural and Consumer Eco-
nomics, who helped coordinate Cyber-
Farm . "It's like learning to swim. You don't 
until you' re invited to someone's pool. It 
gives you a reason to learn." 
On to greener acres 
Since the demonstration, the 
Agriculture Task Force has received many 
requests to take CyberFarm on the road. 
They have declined all but one-returning 
to the Information Agriculture Conference 
in 1997 to showcase their latest accom-
plishments. One deadline, they decided, 
was sufficient to nudge them along with-
out distracting them from their original 
goal of exploring new Internet applications 
for agriculture. 
After harvest season ended in Octo-
ber, the task force once again set about 
recruiting farmers for the Internet. They 
had fallen 15 participants short of their 50-
CyberFarmer goal when their efforts were 
stalled by planting season. 
Reaching the 50-farmer mark will 
give them some leverage with another 
goal-that of convincing agribusiness that 
the Internet can serve functions other than 
email and advertising. Schroeder would 
like to see them using it to serve their cus-
tomers, and he is convinced it will make 
them more competitive if they do so. Any 
companies that want to hear from farmers 
about the kinds of information they want 
from businesses are welcome to join 
CCNet. Says Schroeder, "If we get 50 farm-
ers in Champaign County using emait 
that's the highest density of farmers on the 
Internet any place in the world, as far as I 
know. That's a good test market." • 
U.S. Tech Corps 
The newly formed Tech Corps is a 
grassroots effort to accelerate the pace of 
technology integration into K-12 schools. 
This program, piloted in six states, will 
mobilize citizens with interests in informa-
tion technology into a national volunteer 
effort to bring computing and communica-
tions expertise and assistance to K-12 edu-
cators and administrators in every state. 
NCSA is helping provide focus, direc-
tion, and resources at the state level in the 
development of Tech Corps Illinois, which 
will involve approximately 12 pilot school 
districts throughout the state. Tech Corps 
volunteers will work with school districts 
to assist with local planning, technical sup-
port and advice, staff training, mentoring, 
and classroom interactions. 
Success of the Tech Corps pilot 
program in Massachusetts led the White 
House recently to make an announcement 
introducing the national initiative. Presi-
dent Clinton stated that "Preparing chil-
dren for a lifetime of computer use is just 
as essential today as teaching them the 
basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic." 
Tech Corps' focus would not be "just com-
puters for computers' sake," but would be 
~ an effort "to work together to help our 
~ schools use technology to revolutionize 
~ American education so that all children 
~ will be able to learn better, and teachers 
~ will be able to be more effective." • 
;::: 
.s::: 
For more information about Tech Corps ell 
e-8 Illinois, contact Sandy Levin slevin@ncsa.uiuc.edu 
Summer 
programs for all ages 
by Christie Mason 
Internet. World Wide Web. Mosaic. 
HTML. Given the sometimes seemingly 
cryptic language surrounding the Internet, 
it may be easy to submit to fears that you 
will never be able to understand these 
words well enough to use the Internet. 
Several programs held last summer at 
NCSA were designed to ensure that more 
people-from elementary school children 
to adult learners-could solve the Net's 
mysteries. 
Teacher workshops 
The first of the programs, held from 
mid-June to late July, was a series of work-
shops geared toward teachers from 
throughout Illinois. Over 100 teachers 
attended five to eight workshops during 
the summer program. Workshop topics 
included introducing the Internet; using 
Several NCSA 
A is for Alligator! 
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Q is for Oueen Bee! 
by laura Henneman 
OUTREACH 
+EDUCATION 
NCSA Mosaic, email, and HTML; topics 
on technology; and integrating the Internet 
into school curricula. 
Four- to eight-hour sessions were de-
signed to teach teachers how to use tools 
available to them on the Internet, enabling 
them to integrate the Internet into their 
classroom experiences, according to Mel-
issa Kelly, who heads up these programs for 
NCSA's Science Education and Technology 
Group. 
Kelly explains that while many schools 
have Internet connections or are hooking 
up to the Net this fall, many teachers have 
not been trained on how to use the technol-
ogy. "We wanted to encourage them to at-
tend the workshops this summer," she says, 
"and let them know NCSA is a resource for 
them." 
Though some of the teachers had 
hardly touched a computer before partici-
pating in the program, all left wanting Kelly 
"We covered anY.th i ng from 
guiltin to enealogy," Melissa 
Kelly states. 
to inform them about upcoming opportuni-
ties where they could learn more. 
Those who had more experience on 
computers took part in the Networking 
Infrastructure for Education Curriculum 
Development Workshop, which provided 
30 teachers with week-long training on de-
veloping curricula for Web-based projects. 
Over two weeks, 28 teachers from central 
Illinois, who had been part of a spring class 
with NCSA's Sandy levin [see access, Sum-
mer 1995, page 30], and two teachers from 
Missouri gleaned the wisdom of Kelly and 
five fellow teacher/participants experienced 
in using the Internet. 
K-8 student workshops 
Students also learned more about the 
Internet last summer. Children in grades 
ranging from kindergarten to eighth grade 
spent two weeks in August at NCSA learning 
how to use the Internet and the Web. Three 
area teachers taught them. 
Elementary school teacher lou 
Conwell (Carl Sandburg School, Charles-
ton, IL) helped kindergartners through sec-
ond graders create an electronic zoo. (See 
the URL left.) From the Illinois State Fair-
grounds, their "zoo" was "visited" by Illi-
nois Governor Jim Edgar and Lt. Gov. Bob 
Kustra in a live hookup. Pat Brown (Co-
lumbia Elementary School, Champaign, IL) 
designed a scavenger hunt on the Web 
and taught home page development to 
third through fifth graders. Jim Hays 
(Tolono, IL) guided sixth through eighth 
graders through a week of creating their 
own home pages. 
Lifelong Learners Program 
If the young gained exposure to the 
Internet, so did their elders. Kelly intro-
duced 40 participants in the Lifelong 
Learners Program to the Internet in two 
separate sessions. They learned to browse 
the Web, looking for subjects that inter-
ested them. 
"We covered anything from quilting 
to genealogy-whatever they wanted," 
Kelly states. Participants had a variety of 
experience coming into the program: a few 
had never used computers before, while 
some were retired professors whom had 
used computers a lot. They all had some-
thing in common when they left-a desire 
to learn more. 
They may have the opportunity. Kelly 
is working with the lifelong learners to get 
them involved with the Tech Corps of Illi-
nois. Volunteers will meet in November to 
discuss how they can provide computing 
and communications assistance to their 
local schools as part of the national pro-
gram (see page 21). 
While some words may seem like in-
comprehensible Internet jargon to many 
people, they are not to those who partici-
pated in NCSA's Science Education and 
Technology workshops last summer, thanks 
to Kelly and others. • 
Teachers learn the 
Net via RSE 
by Christie Mason 
Do you know how the number pi (3.14 
... ) or rc, came to be? You would if you 
were in the classrooms of Betty Ganas or 
Georgette Moore, two Illinois teachers who 
participated in NCSA's Resource for Science 
Education (RSE) Program last July. 
For instance you would learn that in 
1897 a doctor from Indiana tried to get the 
so-called irrational number legally changed 
to 3.0 for simplicity's sake. What's more you 
would be excited about knowing it because 
you would feel your teacher 's excitement 
about something as ordinary as pi. 
"It's an opportunity to look at math as 
more than a bit of information for a for-
mula," Moore says. 
Integrating the Web 
Nineteen teachers ranging from el-
ementary to high school, who share 
Moore's enthusiasm for Web-based learn-
ing, responded to an online call to partici-
pate in the Resource for Science Education 
Program for four weeks last summer. They 
•• w ••••••••••• 0 • 0 •• 0 ••• 
"It's _an opportu~ity t~ :1~o:k : 
at math as more than a bit of 
inf()rrnatio_n for _a forrnlJla," . 
Georgette Moore says. 
came together at NCSA to discover how to 
integrate educational tools of the World 
Wide Web into their classrooms and 
schools. Teachers, including four from out-
side Illinois, developed their own curricula 
by using existing Web pages in conjunction 
with ones they created. 
"Pi in Mathematics," created and as-
sembled by elementary teachers Moore 
(Urbana, IL) and Ganas (Lombard, IL), is one 
of those projects. Another, by middle school 
educators Jim Peterson (techonology coor-
dinator for the Urbana schools) and Dawn 
Novak (Champaign, IL), deals with learning 
about the stock market on the Web. 
"We wanted to get kids interested in 
thinking about and saving for their future, 
so we decided to do a stock market 
project," Peterson explains. 
Involving others 
One of Novak and Peterson's goals-
and of the RSE Program in general-was to 
produce a Web curriculum that met with 
national and state standards for education. 
Another goal was to create a resource that 
could be integrated into all subject areas. 
"It [the stock market exhibit] helps 
them learn about math, which is great; but 
it also works with other areas like social 
studies, history, and English," Peterson says. 
Teachers in the program are excited 
about the possibilities for integrating the 
World Wide Web into their classrooms and 
into the curricula of their schools. 
"I think it's important to go back and 
involve other teachers in Web-based learn-
ing," states Elaine Westbrook, a high school 
science teacher from Omaha, NE, and RSE 
participant. "I'll be able to use what I have 
learned here and have the confidence to 
expand it." 
Westbrook's project partner, Dave 
Stone (Urbana, IL) agreed: "I have a much 
better foundation for integrating the Web 
into my classroom." The projects designed 
by the teachers are meant to be used not 
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just in their classrooms, but by all the 
teachers in their schools. Anyone who ac-
cesses the RSE participants' projects on the 
Web is free to use them as well. (See the 
URL left.) 
In addition to creating Web-based cur-
ricula, teachers attending the RSE Program 
heard speakers daily and discussed readings 
related to the integration of Web resources 
into their curricula. The program's reading 
list may be accessed via the information 
URL left. 
"All of the readings gave us much to 
think about in developing our project," says 
Urbana Middle School's computer coordi-
" We tried to develo activities 
that were gender friendl Y. and 
thought carefu II about standards 
as we develoP.ed. We found the 
readings to be ver useful," says 
Pam Van Walleghen. 
nator, Pam Van Walleghen. "As a result, 
we tried very hard to create activities that 
would engage our students in the 'real' 
world. We tried to develop activities that 
were gender friendly and thought carefully 
about standards as we developed. We 
found the readings to be very useful." 
Van Walleghen also found the presen-
tations to be useful, as did her middle 
school colleague, Peterson. For example, "I 
can use what one speaker explained in my 
computer class to show the relationship 
between supercomputers in one area of the 
country and the data from another part of 
the country that the supercomputers are 
processing," Peterson says of one presenta-
tion. "It actually shows the power of the 
Internet and its possibilities for the future." 
(Information on NCSA researchers who are 
collaborating with the RSE program on com-
putational science and K-12 education will 
appear in a future issue of access.) 
Empowering teachers 
The ability to demonstrate opportuni-
ties offered by the Internet and its possibili-
ties for the future is what the RSE Program 
intended to give its participants. 
"We've committed ourselves to em-
powering teachers," says RSE program coor-
dinator Umesh Thakkar. "The RSE summer 
program created a relationship between 
school classrooms and NCSA scientists. In 
so doing, RSE truly became a resource for 
science education." 
''The RSE summer program has been 
excellent/' Van Walleghen adds. "We need 
the exposure to ideas and resources that the 
presentations and readings provided. We 
need to know what is going on outside our 
classrooms. We need the time to collabo-
rate and develop. This is the best program I 
have ever been involved in at NCSA." 
World Wide Web-based learning is 
becoming more and more of a reality, 
thanks to the teachers who participated in 
the RSE Program, the RSE staff, and NCSN 
UIUC speakers who helped participants 
explore the possibilities of the Web in 
education. 
As some students hook up to the 
Internet across the country this fall, they 
will benefit from what their teachers did 
th is summer at NCSA-including the 
discovery of how pi came to be. • 
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Science, Surf, and 
Videotape! 
by David Curtis 
NCSA announces the alpha release of 
Science for the Millennium, a video-inten-
sive, prototype Web exposition highlight-
ing NCSA's contributions to advancing 
scientific knowledge via HPCC. To create 
the Web exhibits, substantial amounts of 
videotape footage and interviews from 
NCSA video programming were digitized 
and seamlessly embedded into a rich web 
of scientific content. Designed for diverse 
audiences with varying technical back-
grounds, the exposition provides for inter-
active, in-depth exploration of a wealth of 
scientific information by adopting the 
metaphor of a world science fair. 
Here's a taste. 
The "Pavilion of Science and Indus-
try" houses three exhibits on astronomy 
and astrophysics, focusing on cosmology, 
relativity, and radio astronomy. A click of 
the mouse will take you to the "Pavilion of 
Computation." If you are interested in 
distributed computing, this is the place for 
you. Or check out the listings in the "Sci-
ence Theater." An exhibit on virtual envi-
ronments and scientific movies galore 
awaits your attention. 
Also featured is an "Information Cen-
ter" where you can pick up maps of the 
main exhibits. Linked to each and every 
page, these maps will help you navigate 
and avoid getting lost in cyberspace! Fea-
tured also are technical advisory pages, 
reference materials, feedback forms, a 
search engine, and download statistics. 
The "Pavi I ion of Science and 
.... . .............................. 
_lrldLJstry" . h()US_es thre~ ~xh_ i _bits _on 
_astror1orny _an_d _ astrophysi_cs~ ... 
A c_l ick qf the . nlOUSe vvi II t(lke you 
tq the "Pavili_on of _Cqrnputati()n" 
The exposition represents a collective 
effort by numerous people within and be-
yond NCSA. All those who have contrib-
uted time, talent, images, and videos are 
acknowledged within the exposition's Web 
pages. (See URL right.) 
Aside from installing a few documents 
and links that are still "under construc-
tion," future development of the exposition 
may include one or more of the following: 
enhancing interactivity via new Web capa-
bilities (for example, Hotjava, VRML, real-
time video, and video stream hyper-
linking); extending the content coverage to 
other areas (for example, life sciences, earth 
and environmental sciences, materials 
science, engineering, and manufacturing 
and design); and integration of the exhibits 
with science curricula into high schools and 
universities. 
In the meantime, come visit our site 
and enjoy! • 
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26 As in the fable of Hansel and Gretel, 
Crumbs lets scientists explore paths or fi-
bers in their datasets and drop bread 
crumbs, or markers, along the way to mark 
their trails. Paths can be measured and 
saved for quantitative analysis using NCSA's 
CAVE™ (Cave Automatic Virtual Environ-
ment). Crumbs facilitates single-fiber trac-
ing in low contrast, dense, volumetric 
image datasets. Scientists immerse them-
selves inside a data volume, using Crumbs 
rendering tools to view specific regions and 
drop markers along a structure of interest. 
NCSA Crumbs developers include 
Rachael Brady, John Pixton, George Baxter, 
Patrick Moran, and Clint Potter. Bridget 
Carragher of the Beckman Institute and 
Andrew Belmont from the UIUC Depart-
ment of Cell and Structural Biology are also 
members of the Crumbs team. (See URL far 
right.) 
Veterinary research tool 
Mark Martinelli, a veterinary surgeon 
formerly with the UIUC Department of Vet-
erinary Clinical Medicine, is using mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) to study the 
anatomy of the equine metacarpopha-
langeal joint-the fetlock, located at the 
back of the leg above the hoof (see figure 
opposite page on left). The pathology of the 
musculoskeletal system of the equine 
athlete is considered one of the leading 
problems limiting performance. 
WHAT DO HORSE FETLOCKS, SPERM TAILS, 
AND CHICK EMBRYOS HAVE IN COMMON? 
THEY'RE ALL BEING MEASURED AND STUDIED 
IN NCSA'S VIRTUAL REALITY ENVIRONMENT 
USING SOFTWARE DEVELOPED BY THE BIO-
LOGICAL IMAGING GROUP AT NCSA. THE 
SOFTWARE SYSTEM, NAMED CRUMBS, WAS 
DEVELOPED IN COLLABORATION WITH THE 
BECKMAN INSTITUTE AND UIUC DEPARTMENT 
OF CELL AND STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. CRUMBS 
MARKS A TRAIL IN 30 INSTRUMENTAL 
DATASETS. 
Martinelli's goal is to use 3D rendered 
images from MRI datasets to produce 
detailed anatomical descriptions of the 
equine metacarpophalangeal joint, 
especially articular cartilage, tendons and 
ligaments, and bone marrow. Creating ana-
tomical descriptions of these 3D structures is 
difficult using traditional 2D displays of slice 
data or rendered volumes. Although 
Martinelli and other members of his group 
have spent considerable time trying to 
achieve the necessary segmentation using 
traditional volume analysis packages, their 
efforts have met with I ittle success. 
Segmentation was quickly and accu-
rately achieved using the Crumbs environ-
ment. After Martinelli's MRI-generated 
fetlock data were put into the CAVE, he 
learned the Crumbs program and traced the 
cartilage in a single morning. The points 
marked using Crumbs will be used to gener-
ate a geometric model of the cartilage that 
can then be visualized in the context of the 
fetlock as a whole. These techniques-
segmentation with Crumbs as well as model 
generation-have great potential for both 
research applications and for the creation of 
effective teaching tools. 
Flying into basic research 
Timothy Karr, a University of Chicago 
biologist and a faculty member of the neu-
ronal pattern analysis group at the Beckman 
Institute, studies the fate of Drosophila 
(fruitfly) sperm following fertilization. 
Little is known about what happens 
during and just after fertilization, the time 
when a sperm enters the egg. Karr's basic 
research program uses the fruitfly as a 
model, but his results could be applied to 
mammalian or human fertilization ques-
tions. This summer Karr discovered "a 
whole new area of biology" while working 
with Crumbs. 
Karr developed antisperm antibodies 
to use with confocal microscopy to image 
sperm lengths in twelve species of Droso-
phila. Four species were traced and mea-
sured in the CAVE. The complexity of the 
sperm structures traced using Crumbs is 
apparent in the figure above right. The 
extreme length and compaction of the 
sperm in the egg prevented measuring its 
length using a standard workstation envi-
ronment. He is excited about the contribu-
tions Crumbs is making to his research. 
"The CAVE lets me look at things I 
could not have seen before, and Crumbs 
lets me trace the path of the sperm inside 
the egg. Think about trying to follow an 
unraveling ball of yarn inside an egg, and 
you have an idea of how difficult this 
would be without software like Crumbs," 
explains Karr. "The CAVE's 3D environment 
was needed to trace the entire length of 
the sperm. We made some major strides 
this summer at NCSA." The ability to trace 
the 3D structure of supramolecular 
Above: A low-resolution volume 
rendering of an entire horse fetlock 
dataset. A full-resolution rendering of a 
subvolume is shown in the smaller box. 
complexes like sperm inside the egg will 
continue to provide unprecedented new 
information about structure and function of 
complex biological systems not previously 
amenable to experimental examination . 
Karr plans to extend these studies to 
mammalian fertilization and to use the 
CAVE to carefully compare the 30 shape of 
sperm in various species of Drosophila. 
Tracing the heart's development 
JoAnn Eurell , associate professor in 
the UIUC Department of Veterinary Bio-
sciences, and graduate student janet 
Sinn-Hanlan recently reconstructed a 
48-hour-old chick embryo using serial sec-
tion light microscopy (above right). They 
examined the chick embryo in the CAVE 
and used Crumbs to trace the path of 
blood flow through the heart while the 
heart was changing from a straight tube to 
a four-chambered structure. The tracing 
will be used to help students conceptual-
ize how the tube bends during the 
embryo's development. 
Another feature of the chick embryo 
dataset that they were able to trace was the 
fusion of the dorsal aorta. This vessel is a 
paired structure during early development, 
but, as development progresses, it begins 
fusing into a single structure midway down 
its length. Eurell and Sinn-Hanlan were 
able to trace the paired vessel to its fusion 
site and then back again to a paired struc-
Far left: NCSA Senior Research 
Programmer Rachael Brady; 
Near left: Drosophila wassermani sperm 
tail . The entire sperm tail (red) has been 
traced with Crumbs software. 
ture as they moved from the embryo's 
caudal (tail ) region to its head region. 
Long-range plans for the project in-
clude the visualization of more datasets of 
earlier and later embryos (24-hour-old 
chick and 1 0-mm long pig). Each dataset 
has features that are difficult for students to 
conceptualize using current teaching meth-
ods. Currently students have to imagine a 
30 structure using serial sections of the 
embryo as viewed individually under the 
microscope. Seeing 30 representations of 
anatomical features will be a unique "field 
trip" for students. 
The human angle 
David Kuehn, with colleagues Sandy 
Ettema and Lou Tomes of the UIUC Depart-
ment of Speech and Hearing Science, 
turned to Crumbs this fall to measure the 
insertion angle of the Levator Veli Palatini 
(LVP) muscle into the soft palate of the hu-
man pharynx. Their ultimate goal is to help 
surgeons reconstruct children's cleft palates 
by simulating the attachment point of the 
LVP muscle on the cleft palate and testing 
that the palate closes properly. 
Supercomputing '95 
Crumbs was designed to visualize 
instrumental datasets, which tend to be 
large and often contain noise (like static 
on a radio) that can obscure the structures 
researchers are interested in analyzing. So 
Brady traces a chick embryo inside the 
CAVfTM. 
Crumbs incorporated online image processing 
algorithms, such as convolution and media 
filtering, in a remote server that can also con-
nect to distant instrumentation, letting scien-
tists steer their experiments from inside the 
CAVE. At Supercomputing '95 the Crumbs de-
velopment team will perform remote control 
of experiments on three instruments: an MRI 
system, a Scanning Tunnelling Microscope, 
and an electron microscope. The CAVE-part 
of the Gil Testbed event and connected to the 
1-WAY-is a showpiece at SC'95. 
In preparation for SC'95, the NCSA re-
search team recently used a modified MRI 
system to test the distributed remote data ac-
quisition interface of Crumbs. To demonstrate 
the capability, they put an earthworm in a soil 
sample and imaged it using an MRI system 
that sent a new volume to the Crumbs remote 
server every 30 seconds. The server forwarded 
the image to the CAVE, taking 2 to 3 seconds 
to update the entire data volume. The Crumbs 
package tracked the worm's structure, label-
ing its location, so changes in the worm's 
position were easily detected. 
Further refinement of Crumbs is antici-
pated in 1996 as additional collaborations 
take place in other disciplines. • 
Rachael Brady is a Senior Research Programmer in the 
NCSA Biological Imaging Group. 
Ginny David is an editor in the NCSA Publications Group. 
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Vice President AI Gore faxed a chal-
lenge to step into the world of collaborative 
work to the representatives of the SF/ CSA 
World Wide Web Federal Consortium 
(N2W3FC) assembled on the UIUC campus 
this past July. His challenge caused a stir at 
a conference already abuzz with excite-
ment. NSF DASC Program Manager Larry 
Brandt welcomed attendees, noting that the 
agenda was packed with "a generous help-
ing of new technologies, peeks at the future 
of the Web, and exciting research." 
The consortium was founded in 1994 
to advance member agency goals through 
continued development of CSA Mosaic 
and related technology. The consortium 
also fosters collaborative research and 
development and the exchange of informa-
tion between NCSA and the member agen-
cies and among the member agencies. 
Currently sixteen federal agencies partici-
pate and the White House and the National 
Performance Review are ex-officio mem-
bers (see response on page 30). 
The consortium's 1995 annual meeting 
held at the Beckman Institute was "a very 
high bandwidth transfer of ideas and possi-
bilities," said Brandt. Presentations on 
server testbeds, digital libraries, an auto-
mated support system, Java, and SDG's fu-
ture directions filled two days. Consortium 
"WE NEED TO MOVE BEYOND WEB 
BROWSERS INTO THE WORLD OF 
COLLABORATIVE WORK. THE PROBLEMS OF 
GOVERNANCE ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY 
COMPLEX AND ARE GOING TO DEMAND NEW 
WAYS OF LINKING PEOPLE ACROSS 
ORGANIZATIONAL BOUNDARIES." 
-Al Gore 
July 1995 
representatives took time out to prepare a 
response to the vice president's challenge. 
Excerpts from their reply follow: 
"We share your enthusiasm for the 
results of our support of NCSA's software 
development over the last year. With the 
availability of Mosaic and the proliferation 
of Web browsers and tools, the reinvention 
of government through modern information 
dissemination has a good start in many gov-
ernment agencies .... We share your belief 
that the current challenge is to move be-
yond online information dissemination. 
Accordingly, the Federal Web Consortium 
and NCSA wi II seek to foster a new era of 
interaction and collaboration among federal 
agencies, and, more importantly, between 
citizens and government. We believe we 
can contribute to building the technical 
environment to allow citizens to be more 
than passive recipients of government infor-
mation; rather, the vision is that of citizens 
as full partners in a two-way interaction 
with a more responsive government." (See 
sidebar on page 30.) 
Janet Thot-Thompson of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission ( RC) is the 1996 
chair of the consortium. She found the sec-
ond annual meeting in july "energizing" 
and is looking forward to a year that will 
"build on the message of the second confer-
ence-working together collaboratively-
and on the energy of the meeting." She 
noted that it is not easy to represent, in only 
two days, the many and varied aspects of 
the innovative work being carried out at 
CSA and, at the same time, to try to catch 
a glimpse of the future. Thot-Thompson felt 
the visit to NCSA was right on target. During 
the conference, the group conferred out-
standing achievement awards on Joseph 
Hardin (NCSA), Larry Brandt (NSF), and 
R.P.C. (Rick) Rodgers, MD (National Library 
of Medicine) in recognition of their 
outstanding commitment and pioneering 
leadership. 
More training, interaction 
The annual meeting is just one way 
consortium members communicate and 
collaborate. In june almost 1,000 staff from 
38 states (and Korea) met in Washington, 
DC for a Webmasters workshop. (Atten-
dance was not restricted to consortium 
member agencies staff-anyone working for 
a federal agency or federal contractor could 
attend.) The workshop, held at NIH's 
Natcher Conference Center, offered infor-
mational and tutorial sessions on virtually 
every aspect of the Web. Presenters were 
from member agencies, CSA, the White 
House, the National Performance Review, 
and vendors. A packed schedule had at-
tendees going nonstop from 8 a.m. until 
Janet Thot-Thompson I NRC), 
here congratulated by Rick 
Rodgers INlM), became the 
second chair of the consortium 
after 5 p.m. each day. Tutorials on the third 
day were split into expert and novice 
tracks. NIH's Frank Hartel, Commerce's 
john Wells, and NSF's Brandt coordinated 
the workshop. 
Rick Rodgers of the National Library of 
Medicine was the chair of the consortium 
during the 1995 Webmasters workshop. "It 
was an information-rich meeting with pre-
sentations on important developments for 
the future," he said. "We considered the 
workshop a service to the rest of the com-
munity of federal agencies as well as an 
outreach activity. " He noted another im-
portant meeting held during his tenure as 
the first chair of the consortium: the 
Defense Technical Information Center 
hosted an NCSA-sponsored two-day security 
seminar for members in March. 
Member agency representatives meet 
monthly in Washington, DC. (Each agency 
is required by the consortium's charter and 
bylaws to appoint a representative as a 
point of contact and for voting purposes.) 
The agendas for the coming year have been 
prepared to include time for formal technol-
ogy presentations and additional time for 
working groups to meet and for informal 
technology transfer presentations. To in-
crease membership, interaction, and inter-
est from agency staff, That-Thompson 
opened the meetings to interested consor-
tium staff and to other potential member 
agencies and their staff. Electronic commu-
nication methods include email, 
newsgroups, hypernews, and Web collabo-
rative tools. The consortium's dedicated 
Web server is another venue for information 
sharing and technology transfer (see URL on 
page 30). 
"I want to solicit ideas, expand our 
membership, and promote technology 
knowledge exchange and sharing across the 
member agencies to leverage our federal 
resources. And I want to continue the feel-
ing of collegiality and build on the suc-
cesses that Rick Rodgers established in our 
first year," That-Thompson says. "Being 
involved in the consortium is like having 
another job, so we need to allow time at 
the meetings to talk and exchange ideas. 
Most of us are working on or are interested 
in similar projects and have common prob-
lems that the innovative application of tech-
nology may resolve." 
Kim Stephenson, NCSA's technical lead 
for the Federal Consortium, agrees. "We're 
establishing a virtual agency rather than 
helping to establish discrete towers," she 
says. "NCSA is part of the glue, putting 
member staff in touch with other people 
doing similar work. I think we are on the 
right track, and the agency representatives 
seem to agree." 
Janet Thot-Thompson I NRC) presented 
commitment and leadership mementos to 
larry Brandt (NSF) and Joseph Hardin 
(NCSA) atthe second annual meeting. 
Joseph Hardin and larry Smarr (NCSA), Janet Thot· 
Thompson (NRC), Reed Overfelt (National Perfor-
mance Review), Rick Rodgers (NlM), and larry Brandt 
(NSF) (left to right). 
Working together 
Since the conference, member agency 
staff are making progress on meeting the 
summer's goals. The working group on gov-
ernment Web design and guidelines has 
benefited from renewed interest. They are 
working with member agencies, the White 
House, and the National Performance 
Review to compile existing and evolving 
policy on federal Web design "look and 
feel" to assist members in their specific 
applications. Recently, for example, Keith 
Stubbs of the us Department of Education 
developed a draft of the agency's Web 
server standard and guidelines that are now 
under review (see URL on page 30). The 
document's introduction states that the 
"rapid growth [of the Web) intensifies the 
need to establish standards and guidelines 
to help users find, retrieve, and use the 
information they need .... If the dozens of 
department-sponsored WWW servers ad-
here to a reasonable set of WWW standards 
and guidelines for the organization and 
presentation of information, customers will 
be able to enter the system at any point and 
tap not only the specific server ... but also 
the full resources of the entire interlinked 
system of which that server is a member 
component." 
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WWW fEDERAL CONSORTIUM 
MEMBERS AGREED TO PURSUE THE 
FOLLOWING AREAS OF TECHNICAL 
EMPHASIS DURING THE COMING 
MONTHS: 
The year ahead 
"Now that the commercial software 
industry has moved so strongly into the 
Web, it is important for the Federal Consor-
tium to work with NCSA in identifying new 
areas of research and development that do 
not compete directly with the private sec-
tor," says NSF's Brandt. "We are fortunate to 
be able to build on the phenomenal success 
of Mosaic. " 
The major focus for the consortium 
this year is on collaborative work and tools. 
To emphasize this theme, the fall meetings 
are facilitated using portable electronic 
conferencing. September's meeting data 
were captured and posted on the consor-
tium home page to encourage comment 
and foster participation by the membership. 
Kim Stephenson briefed the members on 
the consortium's server design, plan, and 
access with a walkthrough, demonstration, 
and discussion on future plans. A new 
member of the consortium, the Bureau of 
Census (see URL left), provided a demon-
stration on building an integrated, distrib-
uted repository via an HTML front end. Reed 
Overfelt, from The National Performance 
Review in the Executive Office of the Vice 
President, shared encouraging email from 
Gore in support of the consortium. 
October's meeting featured an NRC proof-
NEW TECHNOLOGY 
CREATE INFRASTRUCTURE COMPONENTS FOR 
EFFECTIVE WEB COLLABORATION 
ESTABLISH MODELS OF COOPERATING AND 
DISTRIBUTED REPOSITORIES FOR MANAGEMENT OF 
MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION COLLECTIONS 
DEVELOP NEW METHODS FOR WEB-BASED 
CROSS-COLLECTION INDEXING, THESAURI, AND SEARCH 
MECHANISMS 
WORK WITH GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY TO 
DEVELOP AND DEPLOY WIDELY AVAILABLE PRIVACY 
AND SECURITY METHODS ON THE WEB 
PROCEED IN AN ARENA OF OPEN STANDARDS, 
FOSTERING COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT ACROSS 
BOTH THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE SECTORS 
of-concept demonstration using NCSA 
Mosaic to access management tools; the 
demonstration also used the Web and the 
HTIP protocol as a common user interface 
for communications and information serv-
ing internal and external to the NRC (e.g., 
access to NRC report data, database data, 
phone and fax lists with autodial, training, 
and video conferencing). 
The hard work of Federal Consortium 
members is starting to make a difference by 
reducing duplication of effort, increasing 
communications among agency staff, and 
providing the public with information in an 
easy-to-use manner. Reinventing govern-
ment is more than a phrase. • 
-FROM CONSORTIUM RESPONSE 
Member Agencies 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Defense Technical Information Center 
Intelligence Services 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
National Biological Service 
National Cancer Institute 
National Institutes of Health 
National Institute of Standards & Technology 
National Library of Medicine 
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration 
National Science Foundation 
National Security Agency 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
US Department of Commerce I 
Bureau of the Census 
US Department of Education 
US Geological Survey 
National Performance Review (ex-officio) 
White House (ex-officio) 
ILM officially released 
An Internet resource for educators 
called Illinois Learning Mosaic was 
announced at the Illinois Education Tech-
nology Conference in Springfield in Octo-
ber [see access, Summer 1995, page 41]. 
"At Governor Edgar's Second Educa-
tion Technology Summit last fall, a need to 
create a resource for educators that would 
allow them to access the Internet and the 
talent of Illinois' educational community 
was identified," said NCSA Associate Direc-
tor of Education and Outreach, John 
Ziebarth. "After collaborating with educa-
tors and state educational agencies to assess 
their on-line needs and developing online 
content with them, NCSA is pleased to make 
this resource available." (See URL right.) 
"The release of Illinois Learning 
Mosaic is not a stopping point in our efforts 
to expand the use of technology in the 
classroom and coordinate technological 
resources. Rather, it is a solid foundation 
upon which educators can build. These 
new relationships and online content are 
necessary for our students to prosper and 
grow intellectually in today's Information 
Age," said Lt. Governor Bob Kustra, who 
U.S. Representative 
Tom Ewing 
NC 
Consulting Services 
consult4oncsa.uluc.er.lu 
HPC consulting site 
initiated the ILM project to advance the use 
of educational technology in Illinois 
schools. His office will conduct a survey of 
all educational institutions in the state to 
identify their online activities and educa-
tional technology reform efforts. The sur-
vey results will be accessible electronically 
in ILM. 
A number of organizations have been· 
instrumental in helping provide content 
and steering the evolution of this educa-
tional resource. The advisory board in-
cludes representatives from: The Illinois 
State Library, the Illinois State Museum, the 
Lt. Governor's Office, the ERIC clearing-
house, the Illinois State Board of Educa-
tion, the Illinois Community College 
Board, the Illinois Board of Higher Educa-
tion, the Chicago Systemic Initiative, the 
Illinois Mathematics and Science Acad-
emy, and teacher preparation colleges in 
Illinois. ILM received funding from the 
Office of the President at the University of 
Illinois as part of a comprehensive effort to 
assist the state of Illinois in advancing 
technology in the educational community. • 
U.S. House online 
If you are in Illinois's 15th Congres-
sional District, you can keep up with US 
Representative Tom Ewing's activities by 
checking his Web home page developed 
by NCSA's Information Technology 
Projects Group. (See URL right.) Ewing's 
home page, which was unveiled this sum-
mer at NCSA, includes links to biographic 
data, district facts and figures, press re-
leases, and upcoming meetings. Links to 
the House, Senate, and White House are 
also included. Ewing hopes the page will 
encourage active participation in the 
democratic process. • 
Revamped HPC consulting page 
Getting help from the NCSA Consult-
ing Services staff is now easier than ever if 
you use a Web browser routinely. A new 
Web page for the consulting office, which 
was unveiled in October, has WWW forms 
that allow you to report problems and 
request refunds quickly and conveniently, 
all from within your browser. (See URL 
right.) The new page was developed by Roy 
Heimbach, Ben Johnson, and Paul Walker, 
HPC consultants. • 
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Seated (left to rightl: Douglas Fein and 
Kimberly Bone; standing (left to rightl: 
Jeff Carpenter, Steve Kleinvehn, Tony 
Baylis, Chris Zollars, and Akira ljuin 
CENTER ACTIVITIES 
NCSA's Media Technology 
Resources Group tests new 
video product 
Chyron Corp.'s Bone says 
that NCSA's noncompetitive 
environment will provide 
"more objective feedback and 
. . " opznzons. 
by Bill Poorman 
In June 1995, NCSA's Media Technol-
ogy Resources Group became a beta test 
site for a new software package, marketed 
by the Chyron Corporation, called Jaleo 
(pronounced Hah-lay-o). Jaleo is a digital 
nonlinear video editing, compositing, and 
special effects application designed to be 
used on several SGI platforms. 
Jaleo allows edits, composites, and 
special effects to be viewed in real time in 
high-resolution, broadcast quality video. 
Jaleo has the ability to create a powerful , 
unified editing and graphics compositing 
environment on the desktop. It also enables 
creativity in its capabilities for easy manipu-
lation of digital images. 
Jaleo comes in a single-processor ver-
sion that ru ns on the SGI Indigo series and a 
multiprocessor version that runs on an 
O nyx platform. The multiprocessor version 
can import and export real-time, 
uncompressed digital video images. 
Jaleo is the first editing software prod-
uct marketed by Chyron, a broadcast graph-
ics equipment manufacturer, w hose 
products are used by most TV and cable 
broadcasters in the United States. 
NCSA staff members Mark Lumos and 
Tony Baylis first got a look at the software at 
the National Association of Broadcasters 
Conference in April1995. They began talk-
ing with Jaleo Product Manager Kimberly 
Bone and Chyron Chicago Regional Area 
Sales Manager Thomas O'Neill about af-
filiating with NCSA. Within a week, they 
struck a deal. Bone and O ' Neill visited 
NCSA in June to learn more about the cen-
ter. At the end of that visit, they gave 
CSA's Media Technology Resources the 
software to install the beta copy of Jaleo 
on a number of machines at CSA and EVL 
(Electronic Visualization Lab). 
Media's Group Leader Baylis feels 
that this association with Chyron "keeps in 
line with NCSA's focus on future digital 
imaging technologies. CSA has the 
chance to be involved with cutting edge 
research on the transmission, storage, and 
manipulation of digital images. Besides the 
video editing possibilities, collaborating in 
digital video development will undoubt-
edly spawn applications of the software in 
NCSA's online and research environments." 
Bay I is says that the center has the 
resources and staff to help make the com-
plete digital editing suite a reality in the 
near future. "The Media Technology Re-
sources Group is an excellent place to 
spearhead the development because we 
have a talent pool of people already 
knowledgeable about computer video ed-
iting, electronic transfer of images, and 
digital video storage formats." 
Chyron Corp. 's Bone says that CSA's 
noncompetitive environment will provide 
"more objective feedback and opinions. " 
She also states that Chyron would receive 
"an evaluation of the entire piece of 
software." 
Baylis says that the Media Technology 
Resources Group is looking to push the 
limits of this collaboration and the digital 
revolution by embracing and spearheading 
its development. NCSA looks forward to 
future collaborations with the Chyron 
Corp., building upon the relationship 
established during beta testing of Jaleo. • 
Bill Poorman, graduate assistant in 
the NCSA Media Technology Resources 
Group, is pursuing master's degrees in 
broadcast journalism and business admin-
istration at UIUC. 
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NCSA at SC'95 
NCSA will be well represented at 
Supercomputing '95, December 3- 8, in the 
San Diego Convention Center. In addition 
to those listed below, many will be at work 
behind the scenes. Note the following: 
Participants 
Larry Smarr, Program Chair; Technical 
Papers, Panels, & Invited Speakers Commit-
tee member; Panelist 
Jim Bottum, Program Vice Chair; 
Technical Papers, Panels, & Invited Speak-
ers Committee member 
Frank Baker, Technical Papers, Panels, 
& Invited Speakers Committee member; 
SC'95 Proceedings content editor; technical 
proposals manager 
Polly Baker, Technical Papers, Panels, 
& Invited Speakers Committee member; 
Technical Papers, section chair 
Maxine Brown, Information Architec-
ture Committee member; Tutorial , presenter 
Tom DeFanti, Information Architecture 
Committee chair; Tutorial presenter 
Cordelia Baron Geiken, MetaCenter 
Research Booth, NCSA coordinator 
Michael Heath, Gordon Bell Prize 
Finalists Committee, chair 
Alaina Kanfer, Education Program 
Advisory Committee member 
Melanie Loots, Technical Papers, 
Panels, & Invited Speakers Committee 
member; Technical Papers, section chair 
Michael Welge, Technical Papers, 
Panels, & Invited Speakers Committee 
member 
Bob Wilhelmson, Technical Papers, 
Panels, & Invited Speakers Committee 
member; Education Papers, section chair; 
Technical Papers, section chair 
John Ziebarth, Education Chair; 
Education & Students; Education Program 
Advisory Committee member 
Advanced technology exhibitors 
Donna Cox, " IMAX Cosmic Voyage" 
Richard M. Crutcher, "Radio 
Astronomy Synthesis Imaging" 
Ping Fu, "Modeling and Deforming 
Geometric Protein Structure" 
Clinton Potter, " EVAC: Experiment-
alist's Virtual Acquisition Console" 
Scenes from the Marketing Technologies Symposium. Attendees 
enjoyed virtual reality demonstrations in NCSA's CAVE ltop and 
center right) and a reception in the Beckman Institute I center and 
bottom left). Pictured below, presenters Paul Lenburg, ASI 
Market Research lleft), and William Wells, Univ. of Minnesota 
I center), join David Gardner, UIUC College of Commerce and 
Business Administration I right) in conversation. NCSA 
cosponsored the event with the UIUC Department of Business 
Administration Marketing Faculty and The Jag dish Sheth 
Foundation. 
Ed Seidel, "Distributing Spacetime: 
Computing and Visualizing Einstein 's Gravi-
tational Waves across the MetaCenter" 
Marcus Wagner, "Cellular Semiotics: 
Molecular Recognition on Biological 
Membranes" 
Ulrike Axen, (NCSA and UIUC Dept. of 
Computer Science) "Topological Explora-
tion and Analysis of Large Simplicial 
Complexes using Audio Signals" 
George Francis, ( CSA and UIUC Dept. 
of Mathematics) "LATERNA matheMAGICA: 
A 4-Dimensional Stereopticon" 
Michael Norman, (NCSA and PSC) 
"Simulating and Visualizing Virtual 
Universes using Distributed Multiscale 
Algorithms" 
Bob Wilhelmson, ( CSA and UIUC 
Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences) 
"Visualizing Simulated Tornadoes Associ-
ated with Supercell and Non-Supercell 
Convection" 
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CENTER ACTIVITIES 
Milestones 
Many NCSA well-wishers 
attended Dave thompson's farewell 
gathering. 
Honors 
NCSA principal investigator 
Christopher Johnson recently was named 
a 1995 Presidential Faculty Fellow. 
Johnson's utilization of NCSA's POWER 
CHALLENGE machine for biomedical imag-
ing R&D was featured in a recent access 
[see access, Spring 1995, page 14]. 
Johnson has faculty positions at the 
University of Utah in the Departments of 
Computer Science, Bioengineering, Math-
ematics and Physics; he is co-director of 
the Computational Engineering and Sci-
ence Program, director of the Access Pro-
gram, and associate director of the 
Medical Physics Program. 
In 1994 Johnson received NSF's Na-
tional Young Investigator Award; in 1992, 
NIH's Young Investigators' Award. He was 
educated at Wright State University, Day-
ton, OH, and the University of Utah. 
Long-term NCSA principal investiga-
tor J. Andrew McCammon is this year's 
awardee for the Cray Research Information 
Technology Leadership Award for Compu-
tational Science for his ongoing research in 
biochemistry and computational chemistry. 
McCammon, who is a faculty mem-
ber at the University of California at San 
Diego, has carried out research in molecu-
lar dynamics that has led to practical ap-
plications in combatting emphysema, 
AIDS, Alzheimer's disease, and other ills. 
He has served on advisory boards for 
many agencies including the National 
Academy of Sciences, NSF, and NIH. 
NCSA Director larry Smarr was 
inducted into the National Academy of 
Engineering (NAE) in late September during 
the academy's annual meeting in 
Washington, DC. 
Smarr was among 77 engineers 
elected in February for membership in the 
NAE [see access, Spring 1995, page 26], 
which was established in 1964 under a 
charter from the National Academy of 
Sciences as a parallel organization of out-
standing engineers. The NAE serves as an 
advisory group to the federal government 
and sponsors education and research 
programs. 
"I am thrilled with the election," says 
Smarr, whose selection was based on his 
leadership in HPCC. "However, I think it is 
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symbolically honoring all of those who 
have worked so hard to create the emerg-
ing information infrastructure in America 
and the world." 
Smarr holds a doctorate in phys-
ics from the University of Texas at Austin 
and master's degrees in physics from 
Stanford University and the University of 
Missouri. He also earned a bachelor's in 
physics from Missouri. He is a fellow of 
the American Physical Society and the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
In 1990, he received the Franklin Institute's 
Delmer S. Fahrney Medal for Leadership 
in Science and Technology. He coau-
thored the book Supercomputing and the 
Transformation of Science (1993; Scientific 
American Library). 
New edition of book 
The second edition of Brand 
Fortner's book, The Data Handbook: A 
Guide to Understanding the Organization 
and Visualization of Technical Data (1995: 
$39.95), was recently published by TELOS, 
an imprint of Springer-Verlag Publishers. 
Reviewed in access two years ago [see 
access, Spring 1993, page 29], the book, 
now in hard cover, has been much ex-
panded. For example, Part IV ("Data For-
mats") has grown from 1 7 to 140 pages. 
Datafiles of example problems used in the 
text are online and may be accessed via 
TELOS FTP (ftp://ftp.telospub.com) and the 
Web (http://www. telospub.com). For fur-
ther information or product information, 
TELOS news, and FTP instructions, send 
email to info@TELOSpub.com. 
Fortner, a senior analyst for Applied 
Research Corp., leads a data format/visual-
ization team for NASA's Mission to Planet 
Earth Project. An astrophysicist, he for-
merly was at Spyglass Inc. (of which he 
was a founder) and at NCSA. He recently 
formed Fortner Research and bought the 
rights to market and develop Spyglass 
visualization software. 
Personnel change 
Dave Thompson, who first came to 
NCSA as a programmer in 1985, recently 
left to work for Spyglass Inc. at their Savoy, 
IL, office. Thompson, who worked on 
many software development projects 
while at NCSA, was a member of SDG's 
Mosaic team. In 1989, he became the sec-
ond recipient of NCSA's Undergraduate 
Employee Scholarship Award. 
New NCSA staff 
john luranc, former onsite representa-
tive for FMC, recently became Project De-
velopment Manager in NCSA's Industrial 
Partner Program. He will explore and fa-
cilitate new HPCC and information 
projects within partner corporations. At 
FMC, Luranc was corporate director of 
manufacturing and engineering computing. 
While directing FMC's high-performance 
computing, he implemented more than 40 
projects with NCSA. 
Presenters at the FEA conference "Modeling the 
Development of Residual Stresses during Thermoset 
Composites Curing" included Susan Mantell, Univ. of 
Minnesota (facing camera, top photo) and Alfred Loos, 
Va. Polytechnic Institute and State Univ. (center). NCSA, 
NIST Center for Theoretical & Computational Materials 
Science, Institute for Mechanics and Materials of Univ. 
He is a graduate of the State Univer-
sity of New York at Rochester and the 
Harvard Business School Advanced Man-
agement Program. 
Mark Kendrat recently joined the In-
dustrial Partner Program as a second con-
sultant to Caterpillar. Prior to NCSA, he 
was with the UIUC Advanced Collabora-
tion Systems Program. After obtaining a 
B.S. in computer science from Syracuse 
University, he did graduate work in the 
UIUC Department of Computer Science. 
He holds the Hewlett-Packard Award for 
Academic Excellence. 
Eddie Wu is the new Tribune Com-
pany consultant in NCSA's Industrial Pro-
gram. Wu, who earned a bachelor's in 
computer science from the University of 
Central Oklahoma, has done graduate 
work at the University of Maryland and 
Illinois State University. • 
of California, San Diego, and UIUC College of 
Engineering were cosponsors. 
Sharing a lunch break were (left to right) Donald 
Carlson, UIUC Dept. of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics; Jack Weitsman, Univ. of Tennessee; H. 
Thomas Hahn, UCLA; Nancy Sottos, UIUC Dept. of 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics; and Harry 
Hilton, UIUC Dept.of Aeronautical and Astronautical 
Engineering. Carlson, Sottos, and Hilton were on the 
Organizing Committee; Weitsman, Hahn, and Sottos 
were presenters. Fouad Ahmad and Melanie Loots 
headed the Organizing Committee for NCSA. 
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If you've visited your local bookstore shopping for a 
text on the Internet, you've undoubtedly discovered 
what I did-shelves full of network -related books. 
Glancing at title fragments was fascinating-the 
Internet unleashed, hooked up, and wired. There were 
love bytes (an online dating guide) and books on navi-
gating and publishing; some were browser-specific. 
Choose from starter kits, quick 
starts, and Internet 101 class. 
My choice, Teach Yourself the 
Internet: Around the World 
in 21 Days, by Neil Randall, is 
635 pages of" everything you 
need to make the Internet your 
own. 
If 
The book is organized in a progressive 
fashion-to be followed daily-so I began 
at page one. Each chapter starts with a brief 
description of what you'll be learning. After 
a series of exercises, followed by a sum-
mary of what was covered, there is a task 
review, and finally a Q&A section on chap-
ter-related topics. It's a pretty good set-up, 
and I appreciated the consistency of each 
day. The book is also designed "so that you 
can get a great deal out of it without actu-
ally being on the Internet." This statement 
holds true. 
Chapter 1, or Day 1 of Week One, 
"The Internet: A World Tour from Your Arm-
chair," took about 40 minutes to read and to 
explore the Internet sites mentioned. As a 
reader, I was frustrated when referred to 
later chapters for more information or to 
understand a particular point. This found 
me either jumping around out of context or 
left in the dark. As an "lnternetter" (the 
author's term) I was also annoyed when 
Internet addresses did not work or were 
busy. After completing Day 1, I skipped 
around. Day 7 is "Click and Ye Shall Re-
ceive: The World Wide Web and Mosaic" 
with tips on Netiquette and Web 
navigation. 
Moving along, I jumped ahead to 
Week Three, "Using the Internet Profession-
ally." For ways to promote full Internet ac-
cess at your workplace, Day 15 offers some 
pretty persuasive arguments ("Business 101: 
Making the Case for Full Internet Access") . 
Day 16 discusses business on the 
Internet-at home and abroad. You can 
examine newsgroups dealing with business 
issues and explore how businesses have 
used the Web for corporate purposes. 
Day 19, "Social Issues 101 , "explores 
Internet resources related to social con-
cerns, such as AIDS, world hunger, and 
women's issues. "These topics are only 
three among a large and growing number of 
resources available for the researcher, activ-
ist, or simply the concerned," says Randall. 
The chapter "demonstrates that there's a 
great deal of collaborative activity about the 
world's problems taking place on the 
Internet constantly," and the author invites 
others to get involved. I like that. 
Plan on at least 15 hours to finish this 
book- more if you get sidetracked while 
surfing. With all the books out there about 
the Internet, this one gives you an excel-
lent value. 
Published by Sams Publishing, a divi-
sion of Macmillian Computer Publishing 
(Indianapolis, IN). ISBN 0-672-30519-4. 
Softcover: $25. 
About the Author: Neil Randall 
teaches English at the University of Water-
loo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. He con-
ducts research on Internet issues, 
computer-mediated communications, and 
other issues of technology. He is a colum-
nist for PC Games and a weekly newspa-
per as well as a contributing editor for 
CD-ROM Today and Computer Entertain-
ment News. • 
For Further Information 
Documentation Orders 
Articles in this access may refer to items that are available through the NCSA Technical 
Resources Catalog. To receive a copy of the catalog, send your request to Orders for Publi -
cations, NCSA Software, and Multimedia [see NCSA Contacts, page 2]. 
Accessing NCSA's Servers 
Many NCSA publications (e.g., calendar of events, user guides, access, technical re-
ports) as well as software are available via the Internet on one of two NCSA servers: anony-
mous FTP or the World Wide Web. If you are connected to the Internet, we encourage you 
to take advantage of the easy-to-use servers to copy or view files. 
Anonymous FTP address: ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu 
World Wide Web address: www.ncsa.uiuc.edu 
NCSA WWW Home Page: http://www. ncsa. u i uc.edu/Generai/NCSAHome.htm I 
NOTE: References in access to a World Wide Web URL refer to the server address and 
file location information used by NCSA Mosaic software to retrieve documents. 
If you have any questions about accessing the servers, contact your local system ad-
ministrator or network expert. Instructions for accessing the anonymous FTP server follow. 
Downloading From Anonymous FTP Server 
A number of NCSA publications are installed on the NCSA anonymous FTP server. If 
you are connected to Internet, you can download NCSA publications by following the pro-
cedures below. If you have any questions regarding the connection or procedure, consult 
your local system administrator or network expert. 
1. Log on to a host at your site that is connected to Internet and running software 
supporting the FTP command. 
2. Invoke FTP by entering the Internet address of the server: 
ftp ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu 
3. Log on using anonymous for the name. 
4. Enter your local login name and address (e.g., smith@ncsa.uiuc.edu) 
for the password. 
5. Enter get README . FIRST to transfer the instructions file (ASCII) 
to your local host. 
6. Enter quit to exit FTP and return to your local host. 
7. The NCSA publications are located in the / ncsapubs directory. 
general abbreviations 
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency 
CTC Cornell Theory Center 
EVL 
HPCC 
Electronic Visualization Laboratory 
High Performance Computing and 
Communications 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research 
NCSA National Center for Supercomputing 
Nil 
NSF 
PSC 
SDSC 
Applications 
National Information Infrastructure 
National Science Foundation 
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center 
San Diego Supercomputer Center 
SGI Silicon Graphics Inc. 
TMC 
UIC 
UIUC 
Thinking Machines Corp. 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
URL Uniform Resource Locator 
Web World Wide Web 
NCSA abbreviations 
Apps Applications Group 
CAVE Cave Automatic Virtual Environment 
C&C Computing and Communications Group 
F&A 
MarComm 
SDG 
VEG 
Finance and Administration 
Marketing Communications Group 
Software Development Group 
Virtual Environments Group 
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